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chapter 2

EFFECTIVE CONNECTIVITY REVEALS IMPORTANT ROLES FOR
BOTH THE HYPERDIRECT AND THE INDIRECT FRONTO-BASAL

GANGLIA PATHWAYS DURING RESPONSE INHIBITION

Abstract

Fronto-basal ganglia pathways play a crucial role in voluntary action con-
trol, including the ability to inhibit motor responses. Response inhibition
might be mediated via a fast hyperdirect pathway connecting the right infe-
rior frontal gyrus (rIFG) and the pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA)
with the subthalamic nucleus (STN) or, alternatively, via the indirect path-
way between the cortex and caudate. To test the relative contribution of
these two pathways to inhibitory action control, we applied an innovative
quantification method for e↵ective brain connectivity. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) data were collected from 20 human participants
performing a Simon interference task with an occasional stop signal. A single
right-lateralized model involving both the hyperdirect and indirect pathways
best explained the pattern of brain activation on stop trials. Notably, the
overall connection strength of this combined model was highest on success-
fully inhibited trials. Inspection of the relationship between behavior and
connection values revealed that fast inhibitors showed increased connectivity
between rIFG and right Caudate (rCaudate), whereas slow inhibitors were
associated with increased connectivity between preSMA and rCaudate. In
compliance, connection strengths from the rIFG and preSMA into the rCau-
date were correlated negatively. If participants failed to stop, the magnitude
of experienced interference (Simon e↵ect), but not stopping latency, was pre-
dictive for the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model connections. Taken together, the
present results suggest that both the hyperdirect and indirect pathways act
together to implement response inhibition, whereas the relationship between
performance control and the fronto-basal ganglia connections points toward
a top-down mechanism that underlies voluntary action control.

An excerpt of this chapter has been published as:
Jahfari, S., Waldorp, L. J., van den Wildenberg, W. P., Scholte, H. S., Ridderinkhof, K. R., &
Forstmann, B. U. (2011). E↵ective connectivity reveals important roles for both the hyperdi-
rect (fronto-subthalamic) and the indirect (fronto-striatal-pallidal) fronto-basal ganglia pathways
during response inhibition. The Journal of Neuroscience, 31 (18), 6891-6899.
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2. Fronto-basal ganglia pathways in inhibitory action control

2.1 Introduction

How do we stop ongoing movements? Projections from frontal cortex to the globus
pallidus pars interna/externa (GPi/e), via the striatum or the subthalamic nu-
cleus (STN), and then back to the cortex (via the thalamus) are thought crucial
to voluntary action control (Mink, 1996; Nambu et al., 2002; Aron, 2011; Rid-
derinkhof, Forstmann, Wylie, Burle, & Wildenberg, 2011). However, the relative
contribution of these specific pathways to inhibitory control remains elusive.

Neuronal recordings in monkeys (Isoda & Hikosaka, 2007, 2008), deep brain
stimulations in Parkinson patients (Wildenberg et al., 2006), and functional or
di↵usion tensor imaging (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Aron, Behrens, et al., 2007), sug-
gest that response inhibition is initiated via a fast hyperdirect pathway in the right
hemisphere connecting the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the pre-supplementary
motor area (preSMA) and the STN. Conversely, lesions in the rodent striatum
(Eagle & Robbins, 2003), clinical groups showing reduced caudate activity (Booth
et al., 2005), and functional connectivity data from healthy subjects performing
a stop task (Li, Yan, Sinha, & Lee, 2008; Duann, Ide, Luo, & Li, 2009) point
towards a prominent striatal role within the indirect pathway.

Here we specify the contribution of the hyperdirect and indirect pathways to
the e�ciency of implementing response inhibition by combining model compari-
son techniques (Burnham & Anderson, 2004; Mars, Shea, Kolling, & Rushworth,
2012) with functional and e↵ective connectivity analysis to determine which path-
way is best supported by neural activation patterns (Figure 2.1A). To this end
we conducted an fMRI study using a combined Simon/Stop task (Figure 2.1B).
The designated response, indicated by the color of a go stimulus, competes with
response tendencies elicited by the task-irrelevant spatial location that is either
corresponding or non-corresponding with the designated response. On some tri-
als, the go stimulus is followed by a stop-signal tone instructing the subject to
abort the go response.

Using a region-of-interest (ROI) approach including the rIFG, preSMA and
the basal-ganglia nodes, we first set out to identify the anatomical model that
best explains activation patterns on stop trials. To this end, we used a recently
developed method (Ancestral Graphs) that can identify e↵ective or functional con-
nectivity, uses a model selection approach to identify the best-fitting model, and
allows testing for possibly missing regions (Waldorp et al., 2011). Next, we verified
that the overall connection strengths within the best-fitting stop model are higher
when participants succeeded vs. failed to inhibit their response. Previous work
has shown close relationships between interference control and key cortical nodes
active during response inhibition (Forstmann, Jahfari, et al., 2008; Forstmann,
Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2008). By using a combined Simon/Stop task we
further examined the potential e↵ect of interference on fronto-basal ganglia path-
ways active during response inhibition. Specifically we predicted higher overall
connection strengths on non-corresponding vs. corresponding stop trials. Finally,
we explored how individual connection strengths within the identified stop model
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2.2. Methods

relate to stopping latency (SSRT) and the amount of experienced conflict (inter-
ference e↵ect). If response inhibition can be viewed as a top-down process, then
especially the hyperdirect and indirect cortical connections projecting to the basal
ganglia should predict behavior.

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the fronto-basal ganglia model and the Simon/Stop task. (A)
Fronto-basal ganglia network with the direct (go), the hyperdirect (fast stop) and the indirect
(selective stop) pathways. Cx, cortex; STN, subthalamic nucleus; GPe/i, globus pallidus ex-
terna/interna; SNr, substantia nigra; Th, thalamus. Gray arrows represent excitatory con-
nections; black arrows represent inhibitory connections. Figure reproduced from Nambu et al.
(2002). (B) Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross, followed by a colored
square on the left- or right side of the screen. During corresponding trials (C), responses were
spatially compatible with the position of the target whereas on non-corresponding trials (NC) re-
sponses were incompatible with the target location. On go trials, participants responded to the
colored stimulus. On stop trials, a tone was played at some delay (SSD) after the presentation
of the colored stimulus and instructed the participants to suppress the indicated response. To
estimate the hemodynamic response for each trial, trials where separated by a null trial where
only the fixation cross was presented for a period of 4000 ms.

2.2 Methods

Participants

Twenty young adults (9 male; mean age 23.55 years, range 18�33 years) partic-
ipated in this study. All participants provided written informed consent before
the scanning session. The local ethics committee approved the experiment and all
procedures complied with relevant laws and institutional guidelines. All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
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2. Fronto-basal ganglia pathways in inhibitory action control

Task and Procedure

As shown in Figure 1B, we used a combination of the Simon task (Simon, 1967,
1990) and the stop-signal task (Logan & Cowan, 1984). To avoid stimulus repe-
titions, four di↵erent target colors were used. On go trials, ten participants were
instructed to press the left response button (with the left index finger) if a yellow
or blue square was presented and to press the right response button (with the
right hand index finger) if a red or green square was presented. The color map-
ping (e.g., blue/yellow, press left) was reversed for the remaining participants.
All trials started with the presentation of a fixation cross, followed by a colored
square that could appear on the left or right side of the screen. On correspond-
ing trials (C), responses were spatially compatible with the position of the target
(e.g., blue square on the left side of the screen indicating a left hand button press),
whereas on non-corresponding trials (NC) responses were opposite with respect
to the target location (e.g., blue square on the right side of the screen indicating a
left hand button press). Instructions emphasized that participants should try to
respond as fast as possible to the color of the presented stimuli while ignoring the
location. In addition, participants were instructed to stop the indicated response
if the go stimulus was followed by a sound (stop-signal).

Each trial started with a jitter interval of 0, 500, 1000 or 1500 ms to obtain
an interpolated temporal resolution of 500 ms. During this interval, a fixation
cross was presented and participants were asked to maintain fixation. The col-
ored square was then presented on the left or right side of the fixation cross for a
period of 500 ms, indicating a color-cued response. On one third of all trials, the
go stimulus was followed by a stop signal. The stop signal delay (SSD) between
the go stimulus (the colored square) and the stop signal was dynamically adjusted
separately for C and NC trials according to the staircase method to ensure con-
vergence to P (inhibit) of 0.5. For example, if a stop signal was presented on a
C trial and the subject responded (Failed stop), then the SSD for the C staircase
was reduced by 50 ms on the subsequent C stop trial; if the subject did not re-
spond (i.e., Successful stop), then SSD was increased by 50 ms. Initial SSD set to
250 ms for both C and NC stop trials. Each trial had a fixed time length of 4000
ms. If participants had not responded within a time window of 1250 ms after go
stimulus presentation, feedback stating “te langzaam” (“too slow”, in Dutch) for
a duration of 2000 ms was presented. To estimate the hemodynamic response per
trial for each subject, each trial (i.e., stop, go, feedback) was followed by a null
trial where only the fixation cross was presented for 4000 ms.

All stimuli were presented on a back-projection screen that was viewed via
a mirror system attached to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) head coil.
Prior to the MRI session, participants performed a practice block of 36 trials to
familiarize with the task. In the MRI scanner, participants subsequently per-
formed two experimental blocks with a total of 192 go (96 corresponding; 96
non-corresponding), and 64 stop trials (32 corresponding; 32 non-corresponding).
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2.2. Methods

Behavioral analysis

Error rates and median reaction times (RTs) were calculated for correct C and
NC go and failed stop trials. The overall interference e↵ect (Simon e↵ect) was
computed by subtracting the median RT on C from median RT on NC go trials.
For the stop task, stop signal reaction time (SSRT) was estimated separately for
C and NC stop trials using the so-called integration method (Logan & Cowan,
1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2009a). Paired t-tests were used to analyze the Simon
interference e↵ect on go and stop trials. Pearson correlations were used to examine
the relationship between stop-signal response inhibition and interference control
across subjects. All reported p values are two-tailed, unless stated otherwise.

Magnetic resonance imaging scanning procedure

The fMRI data was acquired in a single scanning session, during two runs on a
3T scanner (Philips). Each scanning run acquired 540 functional T2*-weighted
echoplanar images (EPIs) (2202 mm FOV; 962 in plane resolution; 3 mm slice
thickness; 0.3 mm slice spacing; TR 2000 ms; TE 28 ms; FA 90�, ascending
orientation). For registration purposes, a three-dimensional T1 scan was acquired
before the functional runs (T1; TFE 2202 mm FOV; 2562 in plane resolution; 182
slices, 1.2 mm slice thickness, TR 9.56 ms, TE 4.6 ms, FA 8, coronal orientation).

Functional magnetic resonance analysis

Analysis was performed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 5.98,
part of FSL (FMRIB’s Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The first six
volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibrium e↵ects. The remaining images
were then realigned to compensate for small head movements. The data were
filtered in a temporal domain using a high-pass filter with a cuto↵ frequency of
100s to correct for baseline drifts in the signal. Finally, the functional data were
pre-whitened using FSL.

All functional data sets were individually registered into 3D space using the
participants individual high-resolution anatomical images. The individual 3D was
then used to normalize the functional data into Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space by linear scaling (a�ne transformation). The statistical evaluation
was performed using the general linear model. The design matrix was gener-
ated with a hemodynamic response function and its first derivative with local
autocorrelation correction (Woolrich, Ripley, Brady, & Smith, 2001). To repli-
cate previous fMRI results using a stop-signal task, we computed the following
contrasts: (1) Successful stopnull � gonull, (2) Failed stopnull � gonull, (3) NC-
null � Cnull, (4) C � null, (5) NC � null. Higherlevel analysis was performed
using FLAME (FMRIBs Local Analysis of Mixed E↵ects) stage 1 and stage 2
with automatic outlier detection (Beckmann, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2003; Wool-
rich, Behrens, Beckmann, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009). For
the whole-brain analysis Z (Gaussianized T/F) statistic images were thresholded
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2. Fronto-basal ganglia pathways in inhibitory action control

using clusters determined by z > 3.1 and p = 0.05 (using Gaussian random field
theory, GRFT).

Ancestral Graphs and connectivity analysis

In order to explore the fronto-basal ganglia network dynamics during interfer-
ence control and response inhibition, the fMRI data was modeled with a recently
developed method called Ancestral Graphs (Waldorp et al., 2011). Figure 2.2,
shows a graphical representation of all computational steps for Ancestral graphs
connectivity and model comparison. Ancestral graphs can account for functional
or e↵ective connectivity between brain areas by taking into account the distri-
bution of BOLD activation per region/subject/trial. Importantly, this method
infers connectivity by taking into account the distribution of BOLD activation
per ROI over trials, and therefore does not depend on the low temporal resolu-
tion of the time series in fMRI. A graphical model reflects the joint distribution
of several neuronal systems with the assumption that for each individual the set
of active regions is the same. The joint distribution (graphical model) of two
nodes is estimated from the replications of condition specific trials, and not from
the time series. With this method we can infer three types of connections: (i)
e↵ective connectivity (directed connection !), (ii) functional connectivity (undi-
rected connection �), and (iii) unobserved systems (bi-directed connection $).
Directed connections are regression parameters in the usual sense (denoted by �)
and undirected connections are partial covariances (unscaled partial correlations;
denoted by �). The bi-directed connections refer to the covariance of the residu-
als from the regressions (denoted by !). These three types of connection can be
identified by modeling the covariance matrix as:

�

�1

✓
⇤�1 0
0 ⌦

◆
(��1)

where � contains the regression coe�cients, ⇤ contains the partial covariances,
and ⌦ contains the covariances between residuals. A random e↵ects model is used
to combine identical models across subjects to then compare di↵erent models over
the whole group using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973), which
involves the log-likelihood L(✓) with q parameters collected in the vector ✓ for
graph Gq.

AIC(Gq)=�2L(✓) + 2q

The graph with the lowest AIC value will be selected. To infer directions from
the ancestral graph it is required that a change in direction implies a change in
probability distribution. This is not always the case. For example, a chain from
A to B to C is in terms of conditional independencies equivalent to a chain with
the directions reversed, that is from C to B to A (see for more details Waldorp
et al., 2011). Two equivalent models, such as those just mentioned, will result in

16



2.2. Methods

the same AIC value, indicating that directionality cannot be inferred. The most
important structure is when two arrowheads meet (a collider). This will always
result in a change in AIC value. The causal interpretations of the connections
from an ancestral graph that is the best model according to the AIC can be briefly
described as follows:

• A ! B: A is a cause of B

• A � B: A is a cause of B and/or B is a cause of A

• A $ B: there is a latent common cause of A and B

For a more detailed description and cautions on causal interpretations see
Zhang (2008).

The main di↵erences between ancestral graphs described in Waldorp et al.
(2011) and dynamic causal modeling (DCM) or structural equation modeling
(SEM) are: (i) inference is based on trial-by-trial variation and not on the time
series as in DCM or SEM because of the low frequency sampling in fMRI, (ii) both
functional and e↵ective connectivity can be represented in a single ancestral graph,
which cannot be done in DCM or SEM, and (iii) a common unobserved (latent)
cause of a connection can be detected. The method of ancestral graphs relies on
conditional independencies implied by the topology of the network. Therefore,
di↵erent models (e.g., di↵erent directions of connections) result in di↵erent fits to
the data. Currently di↵erences between models are characterized by AIC, which
combines both accurate descriptive (for the data at hand) and predictive (for
future data) value.

To obtain the single trial images for the Ancestral graphs analysis, FMRI
data processing was carried out using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Ver-
sion 5.98, part of FSL (FMRIB’s Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Z
(Gaussianized T/F) statistic images were thresholded at p = 0.01 (uncorrected).
Based on previous reports on the involvement of right hemispheric areas during
response inhibition, and the specific regions within the hyperdirect and indirect
pathway, we defined the following right hemisphere anatomical ROIs as key nodes
for the stop trials: (1) rIFG (centre of gravity (cog 51, 19, 17), (2) rPreSMA (cog
9, 24, 50), (3) rGPi (cog 17,�6,�4), (4) rGPe (cog 20,�4, 0), (5) rCaudate (cog
13, 10, 10), (6) rThalamus (cog 11, �18, 7), and (7) rSTN (cog 8, �9,�11). In-
dividual STN masks were derived from a previous study (Forstmann et al., 2010)
using ultra-high 7 Tesla scanning that allowed the manual segmentation of the
STN of 9 participants who did not take part in the present study. From these
subjects an STN template in MNI-space was created and the center of gravity
coordinate derived (i.e., cog 8, �9,�11). Visual inspection of the registration
assured the precise localization of the STN.

For each ROI, with the exception of the STN mask, we obtained the standard-
ized amplitude parameter of only the active voxels (as identified with F-tests) per
subject, per trial, and per condition. For successful stop trials the average number
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2. Fronto-basal ganglia pathways in inhibitory action control

of parameters per ROI (the average number of trials per subject) over the C trials
was 15.0 (SD = 3.3) and 14.3 (SD = 3.3) for NC trials. For failed stop trials,
this average was 17.0 (SD = 3.3) on C and 17.8 (SD = 3.3) on NC trials. For
the left hand go trials, we obtained an average of 43.1 (SD = 5.5) standardized
parameters per ROI on C trials and 43.4 (SD = 4.4) on NC trials. When subjects
responded with their right hand on go trials, the average number of parameters
over trials per ROI was 43.1 (SD = 5.5) of C trials and 43.0 (SD = 5.3) on NC
trials. Error trials and misses were excluded from further analysis.

The aim of our connectivity analysis was to examine how di↵erent brain areas
work together to implement control during stop trials. To this end, model fits were
preformed on: (1) Successful stop C, (2) Successful stop NC, (3) Failed stop C, (4)
Failed stop NC, (5) Correct go C, and (6) Correct go NC. In the case of ancestral
graphs with 7 regions (the number of structural ROIs that we used) the number of
possible models to test is between 1.05⇥109 and 4.04⇥1012. This set is too large to
search through completely. Alternatively, model comparison can be performed on
a set of hypothesized models. Table 2.1 contains a graphical outline of all 9 models
that were specified to test the contribution of the hyperdirect and the indirect
pathway during the process of response inhibition. The specified path refers to the
definition of connections between ROIs. In order to compare the contribution of
each model with the AIC criterion, all 7 regions are always entered into the model,
while only specific connections are specified. These specific connections, including
directed (!), undirected (�), and bi-directed ($) connections, determined the
model.

Table 2.1: Models specified for testing with ancestral graphs

Right hemisphere models Specified path

Indirect Pathway
Ctx=rIFG Ctx-rCaudate-rGPe-rGPi-rThalamus
Ctx=preSMA
Ctx=preSMA+rIFG
Hyperdirect Pathway
Ctx=rIFG Ctx-rSTN-rGPi-rThalamus
Ctx=preSMA
Ctx=preSMA+rIFG
Hyperdirect+Indirect Pathway
Ctx=rIFG Ctx-rCaudate-rGPe-rGPi-rThalamus+
Ctx=preSMA Ctx-rSTN-rGPi-rThalamus
Ctx=preSMA+rIFG

Ctx = ROIs used as cortex areas with unique projections to the basal-ganglia.
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2.3. Results

Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of all steps in determining an ancestral graph for connec-
tivity (1) The event related BOLD measurements are used as inputs to (2) the General Linear
Model (GLM). (3) The 7 structural ROIs determine the number of nodes (variables) in the an-
cestral graph, and are used to determine the amplitudes for each trial separately for each region,
such that the covariance matrix for these regions can be determined based on trial data (4). The
data covariance matrix for each condition is then compared to all defined ancestral graph models,
and each model obtains an AIC score. Note that directed arrows represent e↵ective connectivity
and so infer directionality. Undirected lines (e.g., preSMA-IFG) represent functional connectiv-
ity and infer no directionality (5). The model with the lowest AIC values represents the group
network best and is selected (6).

2.3 Results

Behavioral performance

Median C and NC RT were calculated after removal of errors. RTs longer than
2.5 standard deviations above the mean were discarded as outliers. This resulted
in a data reduction of 4.7% for all go trials and 1.5% for all unsuccessful stop
trials.

Table 2.2 gives an overview of the behavioral data for go and stop trials. There
were very few omission errors on go trials (M = 0.26%, SD = 0.36, combined over
C and NC trials). In general, participants responded marginally more slowly on
NC than C go trials (t(19) = �1.99, p = 0.06). However, interference did not
a↵ect the overall percentage of choice errors (t(19) = 0.23, p = 0.8). This was
probably because addition of stop signals to the Simon paradigm makes people
more reluctant to give very fast responses. During stop trials, we found no fur-
ther e↵ects of interference when inspecting RT on trials where participants failed
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2. Fronto-basal ganglia pathways in inhibitory action control

to stop (t(19) = �1.44, p = 0.16), the SSD (t(19) = �0.54, p = 0.6) and SSRT
(t(19) = �0.09, p = 0.9). A recent study, focusing on the e↵ect of fMRI noise
on performance has shown a significant reduction of the mean Simon interference
e↵ect when participants were tested while hearing fMRI-scanner noise (Hommel,
Fischer, Colzato, Wildenberg, & Cellini, 2011). Possibly, the long inter-trial in-
tervals chosen to gain an optimal BOLD estimation per trail (4 sec between each
trial), together with the conduction of the experiment in the fMRI scanner, weak-
ened the magnitude of the overall interference e↵ect usually observed during this
task on go and stop trials. Next, we tested whether the overall interference e↵ect
is related to the time needed to fully suppress a response. SSRT C, SSRT NC
and the average SSRT did not correlate significantly with the overall interference
e↵ect (all ps > 0.30).

Table 2.2: Behavioral data for go and stop trials

C NC

Median go RT (ms) 613.7 ± 157.1 624.6 ± 156.3
Go errors (%) 10 ± 9.4 9.6 ± 8.7
Median failed-stop RT (ms) 579.6 ± 146.0 594.3 ± 139.7
SSD (ms) 358.4 ± 139.3 367.8 ± 165.9
P (inhibit) 0.53 ± 0.1 0.55 ± 0.1
SSRT (ms) 263.9 ± 76.2 265.4 ± 85.4

Values are mean ± SDs.

Previous work with the combined Simon/Stop task has shown longer SSRTs
for NC trials when the preceding trial (e.g., n-1) is C (Verbruggen, Liefooghe,
Notebaert, & Vandierendonck, 2005). In addition, the overall interference e↵ect
has been found to be stronger for trials that follow a corresponding trial. Ta-
ble 2.3 gives an overview of the sequential analyses. Repeated measures ANOVA
indicated that the compatibility of trial n-1 interacted with the interference e↵ect
on trial n (F (19) = 6.48, p < 0.05) during go trials, but not during successful
(F (19) = 1.55, p = 0.23) or failed stop trials (F (19) = 0.00, p  1). In line with
previous findings, inspection of the observed interaction on go trials revealed a
significant interference e↵ect after a C trial (t(19) = �2.23, p < 0.05), but not
after a NC trial (t(19) = 0.60, p = 0.56). No significant interference e↵ects were
observed after a C or NC trials for successful or failed stop trials (all ps � 0.1).

Regional brain activations during interference and full response
inhibition

To investigate the reliability of the fMRI data set, prior to connectivity modeling,
a conventional set of contrasts was carried out to confirm the replication of typical
findings (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Forstmann, Jahfari, et al., 2008; Forstmann,
Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2008). In line with previous results, contrasting
successful stop trials with go trials revealed activation in the rIFG, preSMA, left
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2.3. Results

Table 2.3: Sequential behavioural analysis, from both go and stop trials

c�C c�NC nc�C nc�NC

Median go RT (ms) 634.8±162.2 653.7±161.1 647.1±155.4 641.4± 152.0
Median failed-stop RT (ms) 585.8 ±154.7 610.8±134.7 564.7±106.3 590.2±140.5
SSRT (ms) 252.9±84.1 281.3±92.8 274.4±92.2 255.5±103.4

Reaction time on corresponding and non-corresponding trials when taking into account the cor-
respondence of the previous (n–1; indicated by non capital letters) trial (c–C=corresponding–
corresponding, c–NC=corresponding–noncorresponding, nc–C=noncorresponding–corresponding,
nc–NC=noncorresponding–noncorresponding). Values in parentheses are SDs.Values are mean
± SDs.

and right inferior parietal lobule, the left insula, left frontal pole and the cingulate
gyrus posterior division (Table 2.4). With the exception of the left frontal pole,
similar activation patterns were obtained for the contrast: failed stop versus go.
We did not find higher activation in the rSTN for the contrast successful or failed
stop more than go. In line with our previous findings, a direct comparison between
corresponding and non-corresponding trials did not yield significant clusters.

Table 2.4: Location of increased activation during successful and failed stop trials vs. go trials

MNI coordinates (mm)

Anatomical area Cluster size x y z MES

Successful stop > go
Inferior frontal gyrus 3619 46 26 12 5.97
Medial frontal cortex/preSMA 591 7 33 39 4.28
Inferior parietal lobe 2426 �58 �50 26 6.07
Inferior parietal lobe 4462 58 �44 21 6.61
Insula 398 �37 19 �10 3.94
Frontal pole 248 �38 52 �5 3.94
Cingulate gyrus posterior division 161 1 �28 27 4.39
Failed stop > go
Inferior frontal gyrus 3630 48 21 8 6.97
Medial frontal cortex/preSMA 1708 6 32 40 5.68
Inferior parietal lobe 1619 �61 �47 25 6.18
Inferior parietal lobe 3405 59 �43 23 6.24
Insula 907 �41 18 �7 5.41
Cingulate gyrus posterior division 176 1 �25 29 4.53

MIN (Montreal Neurological Institute) coordinates are those of the gravity point of each cluster.
Cluster thresholding with z > 3.1 and p < 0.05, whole brain corrected. MES=maximum e↵ect
size.

Ancestral Graphs connectivity analysis during stop trials: The
hyperdirect and indirect pathway

Due to a lack of su�cient numbers of successful stop trials necessary for mod-
eling the data with the ancestral graphs method, one participant was removed
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2. Fronto-basal ganglia pathways in inhibitory action control

from the connectivity analysis. Random e↵ects analysis across the whole group
with the ancestral graphs method pointed towards a right-hemisphere centered
model that involved both the hyperdirect and indirect pathways during successful
and failed stop trials. Figure 2.3 shows the graphical outline of this Hyperdirect-
Indirect Model with functional connectivity between the rIFG and the preSMA,
and e↵ective connectivity from the rIFG and preSMA to the rSTN and rCaudate,
rCaudate to the rGPE, rGPE and rSTN to rGPI, and the rGPI to rThalamus.
As shown in Table 5, both the hyperdirect and indirect pathways were first tested
separately. In line with previous findings, the indirect pathway with e↵ective con-
nectivity between the cortex and caudate yielded a better fit than the hyperdirect
pathway with direct connections between the cortex and the rSTN (Duann et al.,
2009). However, the best-fitting model with the lowest AIC values for all stop
conditions was obtained by combining the hyperdirect and the indirect pathways
into one single model. Note, that the AIC has a preference for simple models and
penalizes for the increase in complexity associated with combining the two path-
ways (i.e., 2⇤number of connections). Therefore, a decrease of 80 points (when
compared with the indirect pathway) in the AIC value is remarkable, as a decrease
of 2 ⇤ 3 = 6 points already indicates that the model with the lowest AIC is the
preferred model. Finally, to infer the specificity of these model fits, all nine stop
models were also tested on go trials. As shown on the right side of table 5, all
models were found to have a large increase in the AIC values, and showed a poor
or no fit to the activity pattern of the ROIs during go trials. Interestingly, these
findings support a large body of literature that indicate a specific role for the
hyperdirect pathway with connections between the cortex and the rSTN (Aron &
Poldrack, 2006; Aron, Behrens, et al., 2007; Isoda & Hikosaka, 2008), and suggest
that we use both the hyperdirect and the indirect pathway to stop a planned
response.

Connection strengths in the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model

In a next step, we used the normalized individual regression (e↵ective connec-
tivity) and correlation values (functional connectivity) to examine whether the
connection strengths of the combined model were stronger during successful stop
vs. failed stop and during NC stop vs. C stop trials. Repeated-measures ANOVA
was used including the factors stop (successful stop vs. failed stop), interference
(C vs. NC), and connection (the nine connections identified in the best-fitting
model). There was a main e↵ect of stop; overall the connection strengths in the
Hyperdirect-Indirect Model were higher when participants managed to inhibit
their response (M=-0.011, SD = 0.004), F (1, 18) = 8.4, p = 0.01, compared to
failed stop trials (M=-0.064, SD = 0.02). There were no further main e↵ects or
interactions. These findings are partly in line with our predictions and show that
successful response inhibition, but not interference on non-corresponding stop
trials, is related to stronger connections within the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model.
Note, that for the current design (with long inter trial intervals for an optimal
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Figure 2.3: Scheme of the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model. Undirected lines represent functional
connectivity between two regions. Directed black arrows represent e↵ective connectivity between
two regions. Functional connectivity was found between the rIFG and the preSMA (straight
line). On the left side of this model, the hyperdirect pathway is displayed including both the
rIFG and preSMA (cortex) projecting into the right STN. Right STN was found to have e↵ective
connectivity with the rGPI, which in turn projects into the thalamus. On the right side, the
model is complemented with the indirect pathway. Again, the rIFG and preSMA project into the
rCaudate that activates a more selective stopping route, via projections to the rGPE going into
the rGPI and finally into the rThalamus.

bold estimation per trial) no interference e↵ects were obtained during stop trials.
Therefore, more e↵ective interference modulations replicating previous interfer-
ence e↵ects on SSRT might be more sensitive to modulations in the Hyperdirect-
Indirect Model.

Behavior and individual connections strengths in the
Hyperdirect-Indirect Model

In a final and more explorative step, we examined how individual behavioral per-
formance in conflict resolution and response inhibition might relate to the individ-
ual connection strengths in the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model. As we found no in-
terference e↵ects on stopping behavior, or on the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model con-
nections, SSRT and the connection strengths of the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model
were collapsed over correspondence conditions.

As displayed in Figure 2.4A, the time needed to fully stop a response (SSRT)
was predictive for the strength of e↵ective connectivity from the preSMA to the
rCaudate and from the rIFG to the rCaudate: respectively, t(17) = 2.2, p < 0.05,
and t(17) = �2.1, p < 0.05 (both two-sided, robust regressions). Note, however,
that the direction of the relationship from the cortex going into the rCaudate
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Table 2.5: Model fits for the indirect and hyperdirect pathways during successful stop and failed
stop trials

Successful stop Failed stop Correct go

C NC C NC C NC

AIC N AIC N AIC N AIC N AIC N AIC N

Indirect
rIFG 2296.2 19 2235.7 19 2223.9 19 2235.8 19 6933.4 0 7272.1 0
preSMA 2306.2 19 2261.0 19 2248.0 19 2227.0 19 7004.7 0 7342.7 0
preSMA+rIFG 1997.1 19 1925.1 19 1934.2 19 1918.6 19 5685.7 1 5963.5 1
Hyperdirect
rIFG 2564.1 19 2469.4 19 2498.4 19 2479.0 19 8132.2 0 8283.6 0
preSMA 2561.9 19 2463.4 19 2508.1 19 2478.5 19 8115.2 0 8279.2 0
preSMA+rIFG 2281.4 19 2152.6 19 2215.3 19 2192.1 19 6935.1 1 7048.8 1
HyperIndirect
rIFG 2232.6 19 2154.6 19 2155.8 19 2181.3 19 6826.2 0 7124.7 0
preSMA 2240.5 19 2174.0 19 2189.6 19 2171.9 19 6880.6 0 7190.9 0
preSMA+rIFG 1903.1 19 1792.4 19 1850.9 19 1839.4 19 5529.3 1 5779.8 1

Lower AIC values indicate a better balance between complexity and fit of the estimated model
connections. N = the number of subjects where the defined model actually fitted the activity
pattern in the a-priori anatomically defined ROIs

di↵ers between the preSMA and the rIFG. Participants who had higher e↵ec-
tive connectivity from the rIFG to the rCaudate needed less time to suppress a
response, while participants who had a stronger connectivity from the preSMA
to the rCaudate needed more time to stop a response. There were no addi-
tional significant relationships between SSRT and the connection strengths of the
Hyperdirect-Indirect Model during successful or failed stop trials. No relation-
ships between the overall Simon e↵ect and connection strengths were observed
during successful stop trials. On failed stop trials, however, the amount of inter-
ference experienced on go trials, as reflected in the Simon e↵ect, was predictive
for the connections from the preSMA to the rCaudate (t(17) = 2.3, p < 0.05,
two-sided, robust regression), and from the rGPi to the rThalamus rCaudate
(t(17) = �2.5, p < 0.05, two-sided, robust regression), but in opposite directions
(Figure 2.4B).

To further examine the reversed relationship between SSRT and the cortico-
caudate connections, a final analysis focused on the relationship between the
two e↵ective connectivity pathways projecting into the rCaudate. As shown in
Figure 2.5, during successful stop trials a strong negative relationship was found
between the two cortico-caudate connections (t(17) = �8.0, p < 0.0001, two-sided,
robust regression). Although weaker, this negative relationship was also observed
during failed stop trials (t(17) = �3.2, p < 0.01, two-sided, robust regression).
These findings support the reversed relationship between SSRT and connection
strengths from both the rIFG and preSMA into the rCaudate, respectively, and
suggest diverse but closely synchronized roles for the communication between
cortex and the basal ganglia during the process of response inhibition.
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A

B

Figure 2.4: Individual connection strengths in the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model are predicted by
behavior. A) During successful stop trials, SSRT was predictive for e↵ective connectivity strengths
between the cortex (rIFG and preSMA) and the rCaudate. On the left, a positive correlation
between SSRT and the connection strength between preSMA to the rCaudate. On the right, a
negative correlation between SSRT and the connection strengths between rIFG to the rCaudate.
B) When participants failed to inhibit their response on stop trials (failed stop), the amount
of experienced interference (Simon e↵ect) was found to have a positive relationship with the
connection strength between preSMA to rCaudate (bottom left), and a negative relationship with
the connection strength between rGPI to rThalamus.

2.4 Discussion

In the present study we examined the specific roles and contribution of the hyper-
direct and indirect pathways during full response inhibition of planned actions.
Using a recently developed method for connectivity analysis of fMRI data that can
test functional or e↵ective connectivity in specifically defined models, we found
that the hyperdirect and indirect pathways complement each other on stop tri-
als to implement response inhibition. We also found that the overall connection
strength of this Hyperdirect-Indirect Model was higher when response inhibition
was successful compared to unsuccessful inhibition.

On successful stop trials, the individual e�cacy to fully stop a response (SSRT)
was di↵erentially predictive for the e↵ective connectivity from cortical areas (rIFG
and preSMA) to the rCaudate. Participants who had higher connection strengths
between the preSMA and the rCaudate needed more time to stop a response
whereas higher connection strengths between the rIFG and the rCaudate were
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Figure 2.5: E↵ective connectivity strengths from the rIFG and the preSMA projecting into the
rCaudate are closely related during successful stop trials (top), and failed stop trials (bottom).

related to shorter SSRT. This relationship was further supported by the strong
negative relationship between the two cortico-caudal projections. On failed stop
trials, we found that the amount of experienced interference as indexed by the
Simon e↵ect was predictive for e↵ective connectivity in the Hyperdirect-Indirect
Model. Participants who experienced more interference also had a stronger con-
nection between the preSMA and the rCaudate while participants who experi-
enced less interference were found to have a stronger connection between the
rGPi and rThalamus.

A large and consistent body of literature has identified the rIFG, preSMA,
and the basal ganglia as key areas in the process of motor control or response
inhibition (Chambers et al., 2009; Swann et al., 2009; Jahfari, Stinear, Cla↵ey,
Verbruggen, & Aron, 2010; Mars et al., 2012). Yet, in humans a direct comparison
of dominant models that could best explain the activity pattern within and among
these areas were lacking. In the current study we aimed to fill this gap by using
an ROI approach in combination with the ancestral graphs method to test spe-
cific hypotheses about two well-defined fronto-basal ganglia pathways associated
with the process of response inhibition and control. To examine which model
best explains the activation pattern in the ROIs, the hyperdirect and indirect
pathways were first tested as separate models. On stop trials, results indicated
a good fit for both the hyperdirect and indirect pathway separately to explain
the variance in ROIs, whereas the AIC identified the indirect pathway as a better
model when both pathways were tested separately. We obtained the best model
with the lowest AIC values and the best fits by combining the hyperdirect and the
indirect pathway into one model. This finding is remarkable as the model selec-
tion method used by the ancestral graphs (i.e., the AIC method) has a preference
for simple models. Based on these findings, we propose that both the hyperdirect
and indirect pathways play a crucial role in the process of response inhibition and
work together to implement control on trials where participants are required to
fully stop a planned response.

At this point, only right-hemispheric ROIs were selected to test the relative
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contribution of the hyperdirect or indirect pathway. This was done because of a
loss of power that would have been incurred by including additional left hemi-
spheric nodes. Although, an extensive amount of literature has pointed towards
the involvement of right hemispheric nodes during the process of response inhibi-
tion (e.g., Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Aron, Behrens, et al., 2007; Swann et al., 2009;
Jahfari et al., 2010, the current experiment cannot make any inferences about
hemispheric di↵erences.

In addition, the overall model strengths of the Hyperdirect-Indirect Model
were found to be higher for successful stopping as compared to failed stopping.
In line with these findings, previous studies have shown higher activity in the rIFG
in the beta frequency band for successful stopping compared to failed stopping
(Schmajuk, Liotti, Busse, & Woldor↵, 2006; Swann et al., 2009). The current
findings indicate that when the communication between the key areas in the
fronto-basal ganglia network is more e�cient, suppression of basal ganglia output
with downstream inhibitory e↵ects on the primary motor cortex (M1) is successful
(Wildenberg et al., 2010).

In contrast to our initial predictions, we did not obtain any interference e↵ects
on the time needed to stop a response, or on the overall model connections of the
Hyperdirect-Indirect model. Previous work with the Simon/Stop task has shown
interference e↵ects on SSRT, but only when the previous trial was C and did
not prime the need to increase the level of control (Verbruggen et al., 2005). In
the current experiment, we did not obtain any interference e↵ects on SSRT. We
note that the main goal of this experiment was to examine which fronto-basal
ganglia model best explained the observed pattern of activation during response
inhibition. The long inter-trial interval (i.e., 4 seconds between each trial) that
was chosen to gain an optimal bold estimation for connectivity analysis, may have
reduced the magnitude of the sequential interference e↵ects previously observed
during stop trials. Therefore, more research on the role of interference during
stop trials is needed to understand the interplay between these two processes.

Lately, a growing body of literature has focused on the specific roles of the cor-
tex areas deemed relevant for response inhibition (for an overview see Mostofsky
& Simmonds, 2008; Chambers et al., 2009; Ridderinkhof, Forstmann, et al.,
2011). Recent TMS studies indicated that the rIFG has an inhibitory e↵ect
on M1 when participants have to cancel an initiated action (Buch et al., 2010)
and that the ventral part of this region might play an important role in the up-
dating of action plans (Verbruggen et al., 2010). At the same time, other studies
have pointed out that the rIFG might serve an attentional role (Sharp et al.,
2010), while the preSMA resolves the conflict between the go and stop signal
in communication with the rSTN (Nachev, Wydell, Oneill, Husain, & Kennard,
2007; Isoda & Hikosaka, 2008). Shifting the focus to the preparation of action
plans and decision-making, recent literature has linked the activity of (but also
the structural connection between) the preSMA and the striatum to adjustments
in response caution (Forstmann, Dutilh, et al., 2008; Forstmann et al., 2010) in
particular when participants make speeded responses. In addition, the level of ac-
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tivity within the preSMA has been linked to the process of inappropriate response
activation (Forstmann, Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2008).

Findings from the current study show that higher connection strengths be-
tween the preSMA and the rCaudate are related to longer inhibition times on
successful stop trials and to a greater experience of interference on trials where
participants fail to stop. At the same time, higher connection strengths between
the rIFG and the rCaudate were related to shorter inhibition times. Together,
these findings suggest that the connection between the preSMA and the rCau-
date might serve as a fast activator of the automatic go response (captured by
the location of the stimulus) while the connection from the rIFG to caudate helps
to update the relevance for an inhibitory act. Within this view, a strong con-
nection between the preSMA and the rCaudate could lead to a failed attempt,
or more time needed (SSRT), to prevent the advanced motor plan during stop
trials from being executed. But also, results in a greater experience of interfer-
ence during NC trials, as the primed automatic response (i.e., triggered by the
color) interferes with the desired response (i.e., triggered by location). In line
with this interpretation, a recent TMS study showed that on switch trials, dur-
ing which an already prepared response was to be inhibited and replaced by an
opposite response, the preSMA had an excitatory influence on the primary motor
cortex (pointing towards an updating role for action plans), while the e↵ect of
the rIFG on the primary motor cortex occurred later in time and was inhibitory
in nature (Neubert et al., 2010). Alternatively, the preSMA-caudate connection
and its negative correlation with SSRT could represent the greater demand on
selection the correct course of action (in this case, action inhibition) in the face
of competing alternatives. The data do not allow us to discern between these
alternatives.

We note that although the hyperdirect pathway was found to be an essential
part of the best model to explain the activity pattern in the ROIs, no relationships
were found between connection strengths in this pathway and the two behavioral
indices. The lack of these associations might be related to the speed with which
the hyperdirect pathway is thought to operate when exerting global response
inhibition. However, more research with standard stop-signal paradigms and
techniques that employ a high temporal resolution is needed to shed light on this
matter.

To summarize, findings from the current study indicate that both the hyperdi-
rect (fronto-subthalamic) and the indirect (fronto-striatal-pallidal) pathway play
a crucial role in the process of response inhibition. The close relationship between
behavioral indices of cognitive control and individual connection strengths from
the cortex projecting into the basal ganglia point towards a top-down controlled
inhibitory process, in situations where we need to withdraw a planned action.
Moreover, as the inter-region coupling of the two inhibitory pathways increases,
suppression of the motor output is more likely to succeed.
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